Giant Schwannoma of the Median Nerve: A Case Report and Literature Review
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Peripheral nerve sheath tumors (PNST) develop sporadically or are associated with genetic disorders and affect individuals mainly between the third and sixth decades of life. PNST affect one or multiple fascicles. The benign ones have slow and painless growth, preceding in years the diagnosis. Diagnosis is often confused with other soft tissue tumors, such as fibroids and lipomas. We present a rare case of giant schwannoma of the median nerve. The patient had a progressive local growth with minimal neurological impairment.
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Introduction

Peripheral nerve sheath tumors (PNST) develop sporadically or are associated with genetic disorders and affect individuals mainly between the third and sixth decades of life. The most common are benign tumors, accounting for 10% of benign soft tissue tumors. Schwannomas are the main representatives and originate from the deficiency of merlin tumor suppressor protein in Schwann cells due to loss of heterozygosity in the NF2 gene. Next, we have the neurofibromas that arise from the mutation or loss of heterozygosity of the NF1 gene, resulting in upregulation of the RAS protein.

Among the histological variants of benign tumors, there is a plexiform neurofibroma that represents a higher risk of malignant evolution, especially in patients with neurofibromatosis. Only 10% of these subjects develop the neoplasia; however, half of malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST) contain the NF1 mutation. This relation presents a worse prognosis for MPNST, neoplasms with great metastatic potential, and for local recurrence.

Peripheral nerve sheath tumors affect one or multiple fascicles. The benign ones have slow and painless growth, preceding in years the diagnosis. They may, in more advanced cases or depending on the affected area, manifest with pain, paresthesia, and weakness. And when there is motor deficit, pain at rest, and accelerated growth, malignancy should be suspected.

Case Report

A 42-year-old man presented with progressive protrusion during 20 years in the wrist region. He referred only local pain. In neurologic exam, he had a strength grade IV for thumb opposition and finger flexion (Fig. 1). He underwent an MRI that showed a lesion suggestive of peripheral nerve sheath tumors in the median nerve (Fig. 2). He was subjected to a tumoral resection (Figs. 3 and 4). It was possible to leave the fascicles intact during the dissection. We used intraoperative ultrasound (Fig. 5) where we could see the...
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Fig. 1 Macroscopic lesion visualization.

Fig. 2 Magnetic resonance imaging showing a lesion suggestive of peripheral nerve sheath tumors in the median nerve.

Fig. 3 Tumor resection.

Fig. 4 Tumor resection.

Fig. 5 Intraoperative ultrasound.

lesion attached to the median nerve and get better visualization when looking for tumor residues. The nerve graft was not necessary. A zetoplasty was utilized for the reduction of redundant skin after tumor resection. The patient did not report new neurological impairment. The anatomopathology was compatible with Schwannoma.

Discussion

Schwannomas, formerly called neurilemomas, also manifest themselves between the genders, especially between 20 and 70 years. They occur usually in the head and neck region and more rarely in the upper limbs, corresponding to 5 to 8% of all tumors of the upper extremities. The flexor region has
abundant nerve structures so it is more affected, as demonstrated in the retrospective analysis of Sâ et al.²

The tumor is encapsulated with slow and indolent development, being solitary in most cases. Initially, it is asymptomatic or causes local bulging or discomfort.⁴ Depending on the location, the evolution of the lesion may compress adjacent tissues generating paresthesia, Tinel’s signal, pain, and dysesthesia.² Motor deficit is reported in the literature as an indicator of malignancy; however, the patient described did not have such a characteristic.¹

The manifestations of the peripheral nerve sheath tumors are nonspecific, requiring imaging for better tumor characterization and anatomopathological analysis to confirm the diagnosis, especially of the surgical resection product.³ Microscopically, schwannoma has areas of Antoni A (Vero-cay bodies) and Antoni B (mycelial matrix hypocellular), and abundant expression of S100 protein in histochemical analysis.² Thus, differential diagnoses such as lipomas, neurofibromas, and gangliomas are discarded.²

Ultrasonographic (US) imaging is useful in tumor characterization, but it is more valuable intraoperatively when checking the presence of tumor residues. Besides that, like in our case, we used US imaging for evaluating the extension while studying the relation between the nerve and the lesion. Another justification is that nuclear magnetic resonance is the preferred modality for detailing mass dimensions and their differentiation in relation to adjacent tissues, aiding in the differentiation between benign and malignant tumor.²

The conduct of a suspected tumor mass of the peripheral nerve sheath may be expectant; however, this choice subjects the patient to a malignant transformation of the tumor, even though it is rare for the schwannomas.³⁴ The symptoms, the progression of the lesion, and the discomforts make surgical resection the therapy of choice.¹ This is not without risk, since the literature describes that in 26 to 51% of the cases there are new sensory disturbances and postoperative motors, mainly by manipulation or lesion of fascicles during the dissection.²³

To avoid such injuries, a good definition of tumor extension in the preoperative period is necessary; in addition to the detailed knowledge of the anatomy, a wide incision that allows the visualization of healthy proximal and distal regions with circumferential dissection of the lesion to access to all surfaces and surrounding structures.³⁴ And among the peripheral nerve sheath tumors, schwannomas are most frequently originated from a single neural bundle with reduced risk of injury compared with neurofibromas that involve multiple fascicles and malignant tumors.²³
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